global security conference held in St. Petersburg in
June of 2012. These offers for strategic Russian-U.S.
cooperation on planetary defense have even come from
some of the most adamant Russian critics of Obama’s
policy of military aggression in the Middle East, and of
the placement of advanced missile defense systems on
Russia’s borders in Eastern Europe.
Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin is
one such figure, along with Security Council Secretary
Nikolai Patrushev, who first announced that the vital
issue of asteroid defense was going to be taken up at the

St. Petersburg conference.6 At the beginning of this year,
Patrushev, having just returned from a trip to China, announced that Russian and China have pledged to deepen
security cooperation, as a direct response to the U.S.
military buildup in Europe and the Asian Pacific.7
In the United States, a few dedicated groupings of
scientists at NASA and at other locations have contin6. Rachel Douglas, “Strategic Defense of Earth: Russia To Put SDE at
Top of Agenda,” EIR, May 4, 2012.
7. “Russia, China Plan to Boost Cooperation on Missile Defense,” RIA
Novosti, Jan. 9, 2013.

what we did.
We hoped that we could have a ten-year lead
time, meaning we would come to know ten years in
advance whether an asteroid was going to hit or not.
So, on the basis of this, we would have planned two
different space missions. The
Dr. Claudio Maccone is the
first mission to be carried
Technical Director of the Inforward by Ares I was a
ternational Academy of Assurvey mission, sending the
tronautics. This is excerpted
probe around the asteroid,
from an interview with Lapicking up pictures, finding
RouchePAC-TV on April 18,
the mass, the shape, rotation,
2012 at the Astrobiology Sciwhatever.
ence Conference 2012, “ExAfter that, the second misploring Life: Past and Pression would have arrived,
ent, Near and Far,” in
launched by Ares V, and that
Atlanta, Ga. The full interwould have been a much
view is available in EIR, May
more effective thing, shoot4, 2012, or on video at http://
ing six projectiles, 1.5 tons
larouchepac. com/basement.
each, against the asteroid, in
order to move it away from
LPAC-TV
LPAC: If it weren’t an issue
the collision course. If this
Dr. Claudio Maccone
of budgetary constraints right
was not enough, then, we also
now, what, in your view,
considered the possibility of
would be the next steps that would have to be taken,
using nuclear weapons. . . .
concrete steps, to do exactly that? What sorts of misNow, the point is that, just one year ago, your
sions are we talking about?
President Obama decided to give up these two misMaccone: Let me first refer to the United States,
siles, Ares I and Ares V, and replace them with a
since we are in the United States. But of course, this is
single transportation system. So this, in plain words,
a problem that affects the whole of humanity. In the
means that we have to re-do a whole lot of calculaUnited States, before 2011, which is one year ago,
tions, because we are using different missiles. And,
NASA was planning to build two launchers, called
at the moment, no such system is in existence at all,
Ares I and Ares V. And I was part of a study in 2007,
so if we discover that there is something on a colliled by NASA, about this thing; essentially, we had to
sion course with the Earth, at the moment, we are
make an assumption, just to give you an idea about
unable to do anything against it.
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